## Small Group Storytime Kit: Numbers

### Books
- Mouse Count / Ellen Stoll Walsh
- The Water Hole / Graeme Base
- Anno’s Counting Book / Mitsumasa Anno
- Abigail / Catherine Rayner
- Eggs 123 / Betsy Johnson

### Other
- Elephants in the Bathtub – Flannel Rhyme
- 5 Green Speckled Frogs - Flannel Board Song
- These are the Sounds – CD

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Food

### Books
- The Very Hungry Caterpillar / Eric Carle
- How Do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food? / Jane Yolen
- Bee Bim Bop / Linda Sue Park
- Chicks and Salsa / Aaron Reynolds
- Mouse Mess / Linnea Riley

### Other
- Very Hungry Caterpillar – Prop Story
- Little Mouse – Flannel Board Game
- 10 Fruit and Veg – Prop Song/Rhyme

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Hats

### Books
- A Hat for Minerva Louise / Janet Morgan Stoeke
- Hooray for Hat! / Brian Won
- I Want My Hat Back / Jon Klassen
- Where’s Walrus / Stephen Savage
- The Magic Hat / Mem Fox

### Other
- Hooray for Hat! – Flannel Board Story
- Little Cat – Flannel Board Game
- Hats on Everyone – Flannel Board Rhyme

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Colors

### Books
- Dog’s Colorful Day / Emma Dodd
- I Love My White Shoes / Eric Litwin
- Red is a Dragon / Roseanne Thong
- Bear Sees Colors / Karma Wilson
- Lemons Are Not Red / Laura Vaccaro

### Other
- Dog’s Colorful Day – Flannel Board Story
- Rainbow Colors – Flannel Board Rhyme
- Scat the Cat – File Folder Rhyme

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Creepy Crawlies

### Books
- Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! / Bob Barner
- Old Black Fly / Jim Aylesworth
- Bye, Bye Big Bad Bullybug
- Butterfly, Butterfly / Petr Horacek
- Some Bugs / Angela Biterlizzi

### Other
- Bugs! Bugs! Bugs! – Flannel Board Story
- Little Red Bug – Flannel Board Rhyme
- Bug Wrist Rattles

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Helping

### Books
- The Enormous Turnip / Ladybird Books
- Stuck in the Mud / Jane Clarke
- The Snail and the Whale / Julia Donaldson
- My Friend Rabbit / Eric Rohmann
- Because Amelia Smiled / David Ezra Stein

### Other
- The Enormous Turnip – Flannel Board Story
- Stone Soup – Flannel Board Story
- Little Mousy Brown – Prop Rhyme

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Seasons

### Books
- The Mitten / Jan Brett
- Fall is Not Easy / Mary Kelley
- Green Eyes / Abe Birnbaum
- Old Bear / Kevin Henkes
- Tap the Magic Tree / Christie Matheson

### Other
- The Mitten – Flannel Board Story
- 10 Little Mittens – Flannel Rhyme
- Mitten Animal Masks

## Small Group Storytime Kit: Emotions

### Books
- Grumpy Bird / Jeremy Tankard
- Lost and Found / Oliver Jeffers
- Parts / Tedd Arnold
- How are you Peeling? / Saxton Freymann
- Color Monster / Anna Llénas

### Other
- Grumpy Bird – Flannel Board Story
- If you’re happy and you know it! - Flannel Song
- Let’s All Sing! - CD
Small Group Storytime Kit: 5 Senses

Books
- Rain / Mayna Stojic
- My Five Senses / Aliki
- I Hear A Pickle / Rachel Isadora
- Cold, Crunch, Colorful : Using Our Senses / Jane Brocket

Other
- Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do you see? – Flannel Story
- Rain – Flannel Story
- I Use My . . . – Flannel Rhyme
- Rhythm Instruments

Small Group Storytime Kit: Opposites

Books
- I'm the Biggest Thing in the Ocean / Kevin Sherry
- Animal Opposites / Petr Horacek
- Ernest, the Moose Who Doesn't Fit / Catherine Rayner
- What's the Opposite? / Oliver Jeffers
- Where is the Green Sheep? / Mem Fox

Other
- I'm the Biggest Thing in the Ocean – Flannel Board Story
- Big, Bigger, Biggest! - Flannel Board Rhyme
- Scarves

Small Group Storytime Kit: The Zoo

Books
- Dear Zoo / Rod Campbell
- Sick Day for Amos McGee / Philip C. Stead
- Gladys Goes Out to Lunch / Derek Anderson
- My Heart is Lke a Zoo / Michael Hall
- Have you seen Elephant? / Kathleen Long Bostrom

Other
- Dear Zoo – Flannel Board Story
- One Elephant Went Out to Play - Flannel Song
- 5 Little Monkeys – Prop/Puppet Song

Small Group Storytime Kit: Clothing

Books
- Froggy Gets Dressed / Jonathan London
- Naked Mole Rat Gets Dressed / Mo Willems
- Animals should definitely not wear clothing. / Judi Barrett
- Ella Sarah Gets Dressed / Margaret Chodos-Irvine
- Blue Hat, Green Hat / Sandra Boynton

Other
- Froggy Gets Dressed – Flannel Board Story
- Where Oh Where Has My Clothing Gone - Flannel Song
- Sock Sorting – Prop Game

Small Group Storytime Kit: Perfect Pets

Books
- Can I be Your Dog?/ Troy Cummings
- Tara & Bella / Carol Buckley
- A Ball for Daisy / Chris Raschka
- Not Norman / Kelly Bennett
- Some Pets / Angela Diterlizzi
- RRRAPLH / Lois Elhert

Other
- How much is that pet in the window? - Flannel Song
- BINGO – Flannel Song
- NO Pets Allowed! – Draw and Tell

Small Group Storytime Kit: Monsters

Books
- Leonardo, the Terrible Monster / Mo Willems
- Tickle Monster / Edouard Manceau
- The Monster at the End of this Book / Jon Stone
- Beware the monster! / Michaël Escoffier
- If You’re a Monster and You Know It / Rebecca Emberley

Other
- Tickle Monster - Flannel Story
- 5 Little Monsters – Flannel Song
- 10 Monsters – Flannel Rhyme